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How to beat sensei club penguin

I swore to master the elements, and to teach others to respect their power!   — Sensei, in Card-Jitsu Saga Sensei, or Sensei (formerly known as ?????? during the Dig Out The Dojo project to hide his identity) is a Ninja who first popped out the Dojo in November 2008, when it was hit and damaged by lightning, claiming
to have returned from a long journey into the wilderness of Club Penguin. He used to be seen at the Dojo Courtyard, but now he can be found inside the Dojo, sitting on the pillow next to the variable-color pot, and also in the Fire Dojo and Water Dojo. He wears the color gray, which is currently not available to players. He
trains penguins in the ancient art of Card-Jitsu. Sensei is an old penguin, and a master of all elements. He has a white beard, thick white eyebrows, traditional Japanese straw hat and a cane. Sensei calls new ninjas or students grasshoppers. He is a master of Card-Jitsu, and is also a teacher of it. In fact, it is completely
impossible to beat him in Card-Jitsu without a black belt. He has a childhood best friend named Tusk (a walrus), who is his bitter rival. This is elaborated when playing Card-Jitsu Snow. Sensei uses a broken tusk from this rival as his cane. Sensei's signature. Personality Sensei is the greatest Card-Jitsu champion. He's
also very old. He speaks mostly in the poetry of haiku. Because of this, it can sometimes be difficult to understand his ninja manner and his true personality. He is also very wise, and many penguins turn to him for wisdom. He seems to be very clever, and knows most of Club Penguin's history. This is because he was on
the island before most penguins, and he traveled in the wilderness for so long. Appearance Sensei is the oldest penguin on the island, and the only gray penguin. He is one of two penguins to have natural facial hair, the other is rockhopper. He wears a traditional conical hat and wears a stick. His 2013 redesign look
consists of the addition of a robe and goat sandals. In some Card-Jitsu Snow artwork, he wears a special snow coat, as well as a special snow hat with drapes outside the sides. In celebration of fire and the celebration of water, he wore his special fire and water clothing, respectively. History Background Many, many
years ago, Sensei was an average penguin on Club Penguin Island, a citizen. Sensei disappeared to the wilderness, and lived there for many years. He listened to the elements of fire, water and snow, and developed an interest in the power of them. When Sensei was a young boy who had not yet learned Card-Jitsu, he
used to play with Tusk. They played and had snowball fights and seemed to be good friends. One day, when Tusk made a snow penguin, Sensei made a snow statue of the future dojo. Tusk seemed bitter at this, sense Sensei would become more involved in it and that Sensei better at this than he is. He got jealous and
angry. Sensei and Tusk trained to master the elements together. They dreamed of standing side by side, leading and training future ninja penguins. He and Sensei were friends, but their relationship had a competitive side. Tusk could not master sensei's delicate movements. One day they chose to have a battle on a
snowy cliff, where the future Snow Dojo would be years later. Tusk instigated it by throwing a snowball at Sensei, who threw Tusk against a wall of snow. Tusk used his power to create a huge snowball, demonstrating his true power over snow. He threw it at Sensei, but when it hit him, Sensei used the power of the ball
and threw it back. The power of Tusk that hit the wall caused an avalanche, where Tusk was buried and trapped in a cave in the side of the mountain. Sensei was looking for him, but found only one piece of his tusks. He resigned sadly, and promised to teach Card-Jitsu to penguins so they could use the elements wisely.
Tusk assumed sensei had left not to take care of him, and became bitter. Unfortunately, he sat buried in the snow, then began to dig himself out. Sensei found the perfect place on a mountain to build a Dojo, a place where all the elements can hang in balance, to train aspiring penguins in Card-Jitsu and the ways of the
elements. He built it with his bare flippers. He hid there in secret for many more years. When a storm hit the dojo he had built, he reacted quickly and began shoveling out the snow. When penguins began to meet this mysterious stranger, Sensei claimed to have returned from a long journey. When the reconstruction of
the Dojo was complete, Sensei began to teach penguins what he knew. He began offering Card-Jitsu lessons at the Dojo. Those who had the skills could train with Sensei to become Ninjas. He hid the eggs for the Easter egg hunt in 2009. By November 2009, the sky had turned orange, and Sensei had told ninjas that
time was about to burn. There was some odd activity going on in the volcano. Sensei decided to forge Amulets (as his own) to further advance ninja training. Sensei set up a scavenger hunt to find fiery objects, which would later be used to build the Fire Dojo on top of the volcano. Training in fire art began as soon as
construction was completed. A rainstorm had occurred on the island in November 2010. Sensei revealed shortly after that this was the work of the elements in action, especially water. Soon, the excess water from the rainstorm around the island was used in huge contraptions that pumped water into ninja hideout; then
into the Water Dojo behind the waterfall, which was under construction so ninjas could completely master the element of water. Training in the art of water began as soon as construction ended. In 2010, he also trained Super Hero Amy, also known as Gamma Gal, secretly, as seen in the book Shadow Guy and Gamma
Gal: Unite!. In November 2011, to celebrate the third anniversary of Card-Jitsu and the Japanese tradition itself, Sensei had hosted a Card-Jitsu Party. After receiving many questions from penguins, he said that the snow had not appeared yet, so the time for snow had not come, and would not for a while. The party was
essentially a war between fire and water. Sensei trained fire and water to non-members temporarily throughout the event. Sensei appeared during Chinese New Year 2013 about enough penguins wearing purple dragon costume and purple dragon feet. He agreed to train stunt penguins at the Hollywood Party. A
snowstorm began in the Dojo areas on May 9, 2013. Sensei left on a journey to find the truth behind the storm, and he just left a written note behind: The elements are out of balance. It's time for me to face the truth behind the storm. Fire and water djos are open to all. I need every one of you to prepare. Soon you'll
understand. A single snowflake can be quiet. But many will be a powerful force. Later, on May 16, 2013, Sensei returns, but no penguin can rest yet. Sensei has a dream of a dark presence from his past and says: I had a disturbing dream ... a dark presence, in the shadow of the past. When I woke up, the mountain
shook, and the avalanche covered the Dojo. Luckily no ninjas trained at the time. There's been a shift. The elemental forces are out of balance. I urge all ninjas-past, present, and they yet to join us—to prepare for battle. It's time, ninjas. Together, from May 23, we must master the power of Snow. Ninjas then started
rumors of three masked snowmen henchmen in the mountains with who want to defeat Sensei and destroy the Dojo. When the snowmen make their way to the Dojo, Sensei says they have to master snow to defeat the snowmen and restore balance to the elements. For years, his friend-turned-foe tusk conspired,
making the cave he was buried in his lair. He made armor and a torn coat for himself, became the leader of the snowman army, obsessed with avenging his defeat. He swore that he would master snow, and that he would take revenge. In May 2013, Tusk sent the 3 Snowmen, Tank, Scrap and Sly to attack and take
revenge on Sensei, but Sensei and the Ninjas resisted the attack, in the game Card-Jitsu Snow. As a final challenge, Sensei's ninjas had to stand up to Tusk in a battle that would determine the island's fate. Tusk laughs in pain and says sensei had taught the ninjorna well, but he has more power than all of them. Tusk
turns into a shady spirit and disappears. Obi-Wan Sensei During the Star Wars Takeover, Sensei appeared as Star Wars Obi-Wan Kenobi. He called himself Obi-Wan Sensei and taught the player to duel with a lightsaber and trained them to become a Jedi Master. He wore a brown Jedi robe and has a blue lightsaber
(although it is not visible on the screen). July 3 to July 5, 2009, ninjas were able to meet Sensei on Ninja Hideout, and teach them a new trick. The price for finding him is a signed background. He has also appeared during his firehunt, teaching ninjas about the upcoming event. He also visited The Fire Dojo and Ninja
Hideout on Friday, November 20, 2009, and during his water hunt in November 2010. He also visited during the Card-Jitsu Party in 2011. He showed up at the Hollywood Party, training stunt penguins. He also showed up for Chinese New Year 2013 about enough penguins dressing up in purple dragon costume. He
made appearances at the Card-Jitsu Party in 2013. He visited the island during the Haiku Day party in 2015. Card-Jitsu He was later revealed that he would launch a card game for training called Card-Jitsu. His name turned out to be Sensei the Japanese word for teacher, which means he is the ninja trainer. Apparently
he said he came from Club Penguin Wilderness to return, which means he's been to Club Penguin before. He is currently handing out Dojo Starter Packs to players who train to become Ninjas. He also assigns penguins colored belts for their progress in Card-Jitsu. When players get a black belt, Sensei can be challenged
and if one wins they become a true Ninja. Sensei will always win, unless you are a black belt. He also has all the Card-Jitsu cards. Sensei and Rockhopper Rockhopper may be a possible relative of Sensei, as they are both the only penguins to sport beards and bushy eyebrows. They both seem to have a knack for
exploring and telling stories to penguins when visiting. Also, when asked about Sensei, Rockhopper replied I've heard of the great Sensei, he be a great, great and the best Card-Jitsu champion. I remember him from me passing by though. and Rockhopper built Migrator and Sensei built the Dojo. But when first asked
Rockhopper, Sensei replied? Who is Sensei? For the entire month of November 2011 Sensei has taken Aunt Arctic's place in the Ask Aunt Arctic section of The Club Penguin Times. In number 317 a penguin asked if he knew Rockhopper and he answered Ah, Rockhopper. Yes, the Captain and I have shared a cup of
tea for many. Many years ago I started teaching Rockhopper Card-Jitsu. Still, I found, pirates can be as unpredictable as the elements. Haven's calling Rockhopper. He has to listen. Which means that surely Rockhopper and Sensei knew each other personally, although he doesn't say anything about them being related.
Senseis Favorite Games Card-Jitsu: I will name an element, and you have to answer with what beats it, as soon as you can! (Sensei often tricks penguins by naming random things like marshmallows) Hit-a-Gong!: I will name a creature, and you have to beat the gong with the named creature on it! (Sensei often tricks
penguins by naming creatures as seahorses) I'm spying...: I'll name and you have to name it! Ninja Run: Sensei gets penguins to run left &amp; right in Ninja Hideout. The Fire Game: While in the Fire Dojo, Sensei will shout FIRE! And Ninja must run to something with fire on it. Sensei says: Sensei shouts an element and
you have to run to the symbol of this element on the floor. (played in Ninja Hideout.) The Training Game: This is an unofficial name. Sensei calls out a command, such as NINJAS VANISH! or NINJAS CONCENTRATE! It's similar to Sensei says. This was played at the Card Jitsu Snow party. Sensei jokes: All penguins
have to say a joke that is Card-Jitsu related that Sensei likes. Sensei does this on every visit during the Celebration of Snow. In the Club Penguin Animated Short Series One day in December 2011, Sensei wanted to teach four penguins the importance of teamwork. He then pretended to fall asleep and sleepwalking
around Club Penguin, getting himself in danger so that the four ninjorna could work as a team to save him. They had learned their lesson, and at the end of the episode it was revealed that Sensei deceived the Ninjorna, so that they could resolve their differences and work as a team to save him. (Never wake up a
sleeping Sensei) He is seen spinning his hat at the Night Club Rooftop. (The party starts now) Haikus During his visits Sensei talked to penguins in haikus. Senseis Card-Jitsu Card Haiku The simplest penguin Knows that each trip begins with a single stepPage 2 in: Parties, 2015, Parties 2015 and another 2 Share 10th
anniversary party was a party in Club Penguin that began on September 30, 2015, and ended on October 21, 2015. It celebrated the tenth anniversary of Club Penguin. Message From July 29 to 31, three You Decide! Polls were created on What's New Blog asking players what design they would like for the beach,[1]
Pizza Parlor,[2] and Cove[3] during the party: The winning designs for each room are in bold. Free Items For items from the daily calendar, see 10th anniversary Point Calendar Releasenotes Key: = Members only stamp Tours Main article: MascBots In most decorated rooms, there was tour guide stands that, when you
click, detailed information about the room and its associated lot, and stated a fact. Several rooms instead had MascBots, which were robotic versions of mascots, built by Gary the gadget guy. The city and coffee shop did not stand or MascBots. The messages from the tour stands (called Speaker Boxes) are as follows:
Room Party from Description Arcade Holiday Party 2011 Ho ho whoa! Penguins got special access to Santa's workshop during the Holiday Party of 2011.Penguin Facts: In 2011, Coins for Change donated $2 million to charities. Beacon Summer Kickoff Party This summer Kick Off 2007 room was the place to be for sun
tanning. Catch some rays or take a relaxing jet pack ride. Penguin Facts: The Rare Blue Lei available at this party. Book Room Halloween Party 2008 Don't let this cozy setting fool you—there was no place to hide during the Halloween Party of 2008.Penguin Fact: There is a secret door in this room. To find it, you need to
light up the road! Casa Fiesta Music Jam 2011 The conga line starts here! This rocking joint from Music Jam 2011 was a dance party all day! Penguin Facts: In 2011, twenty penguins formed a dancing conga line here. Can you beat their record? Clothing Shop Prehistoric Party 2014 (Stensalongen) This nice hair salon.
Must behave. No smashy smashy. That's what they say from the Prehistoric Party in 2014, but that's silly. This not in 2014.Penguin Facts: Gary deciphered caveguin. Ooga booga means grumpy. Or scary. Or maybe month? [4] Epic Wave Teen Beach Movie Summer Jam This gnarly wave rolled in for the Summer Jam
of 2013. Better take your board and ride! Penguin Facts: During the party, DJ Cadence stopped by to share some songs and shred the waves. Highway Teen Beach Movie Summer Jam Drive away on this strip of highway from Summer Jam of 2013. This was a favorite place for penguins who wanted to feel the wind in
their hair. Penguin Facts: Penguins without vehicles are welcome! Ice rink Christmas party 2005 It will be no more vintage than this! The Christmas party in 2005 was one of the first parties. It showed the way for all our future fun! Penguin Facts: Santa hat made his first appearance here. Iceberg April Fools' Party 2008



Whoa ... Um...? This room appeared on April Fools 2008... we were as confused by it then as we are now. Penguin Facts: If you drop a raisin in soda water it will bob upside down. Lighthouse Puffle Party 2014 WOOF WOOF MEOWWW-it was the sound of puffle party 2014 as dog and cat puffles joined the island.
Penguin Facts: Dog and cat puffles stowed away from rockhopper ship to reach Club Penguin! Mall Merry Walrus Party Get your last minute shopping done at this Merry Walrus 2014 party venue! This was such a popular place that mall became permanent in 2015.Penguin Facts: These are the first (and only) escalators
on Club Penguin island! Night Club Summer Party Getting down to the sound of Summer Party 2006! This classic room asked the question: Why swim when you can dance? Wooo! Penguin Facts: The beach was officially opened during the 2006 Summer Party. Pizza Parlor Card-Jitsu Party 2013 I Card-Jitsu Party of
2013, ninjas would stay here for a bite to eat. Penguin Facts: Sensei came across one of Club Penguin's most dangerous villains at this party: Tusk! Puffle Feeding Area Puffle Party 2011 O'Berry? More like Throw berries, am I right? This room from the 2011 Puffle Party is the one that every puffle wanted back! Santa's
Sled Holiday Party 2009 This sleigh has delivered joy and gifts since the Holiday Party 2009. If you're afraid of heights... Don't look down. Penguin Facts: This sleigh on Christmas cheer and rainbow puffle farts! School Medieval Party 2013 Abracadabra! Remember those words- they'll be on the test. Gary taught young
witches and wizards at this school of witchcraft during the Medieval Feast in 2013.Penguin Fact: This party introduced Gary's magical relative: Garianna! Secret Laboratory Halloween Party 2008 This lab appeared during the Halloween Party of 2008. It's the perfect place for your new creation. Penguin Fact: The strange
creations that were made in secret lab have long since left the island ... Probably. Ski Hill Sports Party Red Team or Team Blue? This was the election under the Sports Party in 2006. What are you waiting for? Grab a sleigh and Goooooooo! Penguin Facts: Sled Racing is one of the original Club Penguin mini-games!
Tree Forts Island Adventure Party 2010 This pirate tree fort comes from the Island Adventure Party of 2010. Throw a snowball at the pale red plant to watch it grow! Penguin Facts: Throwing a snowball is never a bad idea on Club Penguin island. Wizard Library Medieval Party 2013 Studying for a degree at Slime
Brewing 101? Work on your sorcery in this medieval 2013 room. Penguin facts: If you messed up a drink during this party, you'd get turned into a puffle chicken. Oops! Trivia It was the first party where players could vote for room design. Although the sign on Snow Forts labeled the room as from the Puffle Party in 2009,
it was actually from the Puffle Party in 2010, that the white puffle, which was in the room, didn't have a snow fort in 2009, but did in 2010. Members could adopt Pink Stegosaurus and Black Tyrannosaurus dinosaur puffles, while all players on the Club Penguin App could adopt gold puffs. It was unique from other
anniversaries in several ways: It didn't start in October. It did not occur at Club Penguin's official launch (October 24). It lasted more than a week. It was the first anniversary since the 5th anniversary party not to coincide with a Halloween party. It was the first anniversary to have a party room. More than just the
anniversary hat was available as a free item, and more than just the Coffee Shop and Book Room (and their exterior) were decorated. These two properties were also shared with the 3rd anniversary party. On October 20, 2015 at 15:00 PST, a meeting was held where all the mascots who appeared during the
anniversary were online at once. Gallery Sneak ing Screens Home Page and Login ScreenAdd a photo to this gallery Dialogs Message when first loginA second message when first login Message when first entered the Coffee ShopAdd a photo to this gallery Room Emoticons Other names in other languages
LanguageName Portuguese Fest a de 10° Aniversário French Fête du 10e Anniversaire Spanish Fiesta part 10° Aniversario German N/A Russian N/A See also References Parties 2015 Parties in 2015 Annual Celebrations Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Noted.
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